Back to school Name Chant
By Steve Johnson Jr.
Grade level: 2-4
Objective: Students will experience the steady beat through chanting a rhyme and playing percussion
instruments.
Core Arts Standards: Pr4.2; Pr4.3; Pr5.1; Pr6.1
1. Invite S (students) to pat their legs and match steady beat demonstrated by T (teacher)
2. T recites the following chant with the beat à S echo T phrase by phrase, and then together.

3. Ask for S volunteer to speak their name with the beat. The class echoes the given name. (Ideally, the
name will fit into 2 beats, though any length will work)

Student

class echo

4. Perform the chant, followed by S speaking their names in turn, with the class echoing each name.
(Maintain the steady beat throughout, allowing for pauses between S speakers, if necessary) After
every 5 or so names, repeat the chant (or let students decide a form).
*Improve! - How did the class do copying the T’s steady beat? How well did you speak your name to the
beat? Did it fit? Was it too fast or too slow? How can you improve your own performance?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. T recites chant, clapping this time, the rhythm of the words. S echo.
- compare this clapped rhythm to the patted steady beat
- display several rhythm patterns on the board. Which pattern matches the clapped rhythm?

Which pattern matches the steady beat?
Rhythm examples to display:

6. Transfer the steady beat to a prepared barred instrument with F and C bars (played together).
Transfer the chant rhythm to a non-pitched percussion instrument (woodblocks, frame drum, etc).
7. Perform the chant and steady beat, now with added percussion. S speak their names and the class
echoes. As before, return to the chant after decided number of names. Alternate students playing
instruments on the steady beat and chant rhythm.
*Improve your performance! (see above questions)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. Choose S volunteer to speak their name to the steady beat. Transfer the rhythm of the name to a
chosen instrument (non-pitched percussion, or even prepared F pentatonic barred instrument, with S
choosing any pitches that fit the rhythm). As the S speaks their name, they play the corresponding
rhythm on the chosen instrument. The class can echo with added body percussion.
9. Perform the chant and steady beat (with instruments) and the name echoes (also with instruments).
You could set it up with x students playing instruments and when finished, hand their instruments off to
the next group during the chant).
*Improve!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Extensions – notate the rhythm of selected names. Most names will fit into one of the following beat
groupings. Challenge the students to find the pattern that matches their name!
1 syllable
2 syllables 3 syllables
4 syllables
5 syllables
6 syllables

*If you opted for S names to be played on pentatonic barred instruments, use this as an opportunity to
improvise. Instead of saying and playing their own name, play something else (another name for
starters), trying to keep with the steady beat. This can be repeated with various formats involving
multiple players and various rhythmic parameters.

